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                    Where Beauty Meets Boutique

                    The Beautique Hotels

                    
    
        
    


                

            

            
                
                    View Concept

                

                
                    More than just a collection of hotels, The Beautique Hotels group is a book of unique, original and unrepeatable stories, where the Boutique concept merges with the idea of pure beauty. Unique and magical places in the country that translate into unusual and exceptional journeys. A project created in Portugal!
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                Hotels with premium locations, offering comfort combined with distinctive design
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                    The best offers are always with us. Book directly and have a safe stay.

                

            

            
                
                    We publish offers periodically. Visit us soon so you don't miss them.
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                Explore all the restaurants we have at your disposal

            

            Discover our cuisine
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                With the comfort of our guests in mind, we offer additional services that are always at your disposal.
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            Cleanse your soul and enjoy some me-time at WC by 
            	                    [image: Cleanse your soul and enjoy some me-time at WC by The Beautique Hotels.  Book now ðŸ›�  https://bit.ly/3p3SGVG  #visitlisbon #thebeautiquehotels]
        
    



    
        
            Everything you need, we got it. At Madalena, every
            	                    [image: Everything you need, we got it. At Madalena, every detail is designed to provide you with the best comfort.   Book now and get the best deals ðŸ’‹ reservations@thebeautiquehotels.com  #visitlisbon #thebeautiquehotels]
        
    



    
        
            Travel the world inside your room. Pick up a book 
            	                    [image: Travel the world inside your room. Pick up a book and leave the comfort to us.  Check out our website and choose the best room at Figueira by The Beautique Hotels ðŸŒ¿ https://bit.ly/3mArj58  #visitlisbon #thebeautiquehotels]
        
    



    
        
            Weâ€™re at FITUR 2023! Visit us this Saturday and 
            	                    [image: Weâ€™re at FITUR 2023! Visit us this Saturday and Sunday!  #wherebeautymeetsboutique #thebeautiquehotels #visitlisbon]
        
    



    
        
            Enjoy every step of the way while spending the day
            	                    [image: Enjoy every step of the way while spending the day by the Tagus River.  Take a look at our website and make your reservation ðŸ‘‰ https://bit.ly/3E4CpGe  #visitlisbon #thebeautiquehotels]
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            	                    [image: Take a break from your daily routine and enjoy quality time together at WC by The Beautique Hotels.  Book now ðŸ¤© https://bit.ly/3p3SGVG  #visitlisbon #thebeautiquehotels]
        
    



    
        
            A glass of wine a day keeps the doctor away. Choos
            	                    [image: A glass of wine a day keeps the doctor away. Choose your favorite wine at Figu's Restaurant.  Grab a table now and get the best view ðŸŒ¿ reservations@thebeautiquehotels.com  #visitlisbon #thebeautiquehotels]
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            	                    [image: Let yourself be inspired by beautiful pictures in a lovely space and enjoy a drink during an afternoon break at Madalena by The Beautique Hotels.   Know more about this lovely space ðŸ’‹ https://bit.ly/3E4CpGe  #visitlisbon #thebeautiquehotels]
        
    



    
        
            A new year, the same glamour at our hotels. We wil
            	                    [image: A new year, the same glamour at our hotels. We will continue to make this classic atmosphere a tradition.  Happy 2023! ðŸŽ†  #thebeautiquehotels #visitlisbon #newyear]
        
    



    
        
            At Figueira Hotel thereâ€™s always room to recover
            	                    [image: At Figueira Hotel thereâ€™s always room to recover energy and get a good night's sleep. ðŸ›�ï¸�  Book your room now ðŸ‘‰ link in bio]
        
    



    
        
            Home is where our customers' hearts are. ðŸ’�

We 
            	                    [image: Home is where our customers' hearts are. ðŸ’�  We wish a Merry Christmas, with much health and joy, to all the families that visit and follow us every day. ðŸŽ„âœ¨  #thebeautiquehotels #visitlisbon #christmas]
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	            	                    [image: ðŸ¥‚ New Yearâ€™s Eve Menu at Figu's Restaurante & Tapas Bar ðŸ�´  The best New Year's Eve ever is coming up with plenty to celebrate. Swipe left to see the full menu.  Book now ðŸ“² 21 887 2194  #thebeautiquehotels #visitlisbon #figusrestaurant]
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  Manage cookie preferences



On our website, we use our own and third-party cookies for analytical purposes by analyzing web traffic, personalizing content based on your preferences, offering social media functions, and showing you personalized advertising based on a profile created from your browsing habits.

We may also share analytical or advertising information with third parties.

By clicking here you can manage your consent and find more information about the cookies we use.
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  	Here you can set your preferences and choose how you want us and other selected companies to use your data by installing cookies or using similar technologies.

You can change or withdraw your consent at any time by going to the "Cookie settings" on our website.

Rejecting the installation of cookies may imply the incorrect functioning of certain services.Rejecting the installation of cookies may imply the incorrect functioning of certain services. For more information about cookies, you can consult our Cookies Policy.

  	  

  



            
  
    Strictly necessary cookies
    
      Strictly necessary cookies are those that are essential for the proper use of the website.

In those cookies we do not store any sensitive information.
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    Marketing and Advertising Cookies
    
      This website uses analytics cookies that allow tracking user behavior. It also uses advertising cookies, which allows developing a specific profile to display personalized ads based on this profile on other pages. The data registered through these cookies will be accessible to third-party companies such as Google, Doubleclick, YouTube, Meta, Facebook, Instagram, Microsoft, Twitter, X, Yandex
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